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Hello and welcome to the fifth issue of 
Iambic!

July Was Heated
Sacramento heat is definitely a force to be reckoned 
with.  Heat stroke and exhaustion are a major 
problem in the community.  Thank, goodness poetry 
is done inside air condition buildings!  Summer 
vacation is here and people are strolling the streets, 
hunting for entertainment. 

My Poetry Feature
I had a poetry feature on July 20th at Luna’s Café 
with Angela James.  I was able to perform new 
poems and distribute a chapbook of short poems. 
 All poems went to my new feature called Pacing 
Myself.  It was definitely a shorter performance 
since my first poetry feature, Split Personality.  I 
will be performing Pacing Myself this August 21 at 
Fremont Park for Poetry in the Park. Information 
for time and location can be found on the 
Sacramento Poetry Calendar (back page).

What’s Inside
This month, Iambic is going to feature the oldest 
poetry organization in Sacramento. Sacramento 
Poetry Center holds an open mic poetry reading 
show every Monday. A perfect feature for Venue 
Profile.  Then, we  meet a new open mic host who 
founded his own poetry show, Rhythm and Poetry, 
Graffiti Bleu.

Continued page 11



Sacramento Poetry Center
1719 25th Street
Sacramento, CA 95816
Open Mic Mondays at 7:30
Events throughout the week
SacramentoPoetryCenter.org

Venue Profile

Sacramento Poetry Center
Established in 1979

Sacramento Poetry Center is thelongest established facility in the 
Sacramento poetry community.  The Center has a weekly poetry 
reading show every Monday at 7:30pm.  The show’s host is rotated 
weekly. Each host bring a local or national poet to be a feature. The 
feature poet will have twothirds of the show and then the open mic 
will be available. The open mic is open mainly for poets and spoken 
artists. It is free to perform but they do accept donations. 

The Sacramento Poetry Center’s mission is to promote and advance 
the practice and application of poetry and the literary arts in our 
community, to enliven and extend the cultural boundaries of 
Sacramento’s literary arena by creating and maintaining forums for 
local writers; to support and empower emerging and established poets, 
and to bring the best practitioners of the craft into the community.

The Center holds workshops, critique groups and members are key 
staff on a number of literary magazines in the greater Sacramento 
area. This is a great location to connect with other serious writers.



Meet the Hosts
Lamont Anthony Wright 
(Graffiti Bleu)
gbleu.com
@TheStoryteller (Twitter and 
Instagram)
info@gbleu.com (email)

LaMont Anothony Wright, the the 
author/novelist/poet also known as 
Graffiti Bleu, loves and lives in 
northern California. He was born in 
New York City.

Lamont now resides in Sacramento. He has begun hosting Rythmn & 
Poetry every Thursday at Stellar Studios. He created this mic to 
combine his two passions, poetry and music. The last Thursday of 
every month features both a poet and musician. The other Thursdays 
run as a combination of social time and open mic poetry.

He runs a podcast covering a wide variety of topics which catch his 
interest. He also has a number of publications. To find his podcasts, 
check out https://gbleu.com/category/podcasts/ and gbleu.com for a list 
of publications and links to performance videos.

His poem, "So, You Can't Speak" appears in this issue in the Poetry 
This Month section.

Find the full interview with Graffiti Bleu at 
www.reswonderland.com/Iambic and on the Iambic Facebook page.

Have a poem you want to published? Do you have something to say 
about the Sacramento poetry scene? Are you promoting a poetry‐

centric event? Let Iambic help you! Send submissions and inquiries to 
IambicZine@gmail.com.



Sac Slam Page

Is Coaching for You?
By Rebecca Blanton

So, you have been writing poetry for a while. Maybe it’s been a couple of 
months, maybe you have been writing for years, but you are now ready to try 
and take your work to the next level. What is the best way to level up?

Honestly, that depends on you and how you learn. Writing is a skill which 
takes a lot of practice but you can’t do that in isolation. You can love or hate 
your work, but you are not an unbiased reader. You have to break down and 
get feedback from other people.

I hear some hearts racing with that thought already! Yes, you have to open 
your work to critique and feedback if you want to get better.

No, open micing it does not count. Getting up in front of a crowd will give 
you specific types of feedback. You will know which lines get a quick, hearty 
laugh or groan. You may have a few people tell you your work is great. All 
that feedback is telling you is that you managed to resonate with a few people 
in the audience. You are unlikely to get actual feedback on the language in 
the piece, the structure or grammar or learn how other people are reading 
your work.

For actual feedback you need to find readers who will give you an honest 
critique of your writing. In Sacramento, you have several options. You can 
take a course at the local community college. You can workshop at 
Sacramento Poetry Center or Stellar Studios with other poets. You can join a 
critique group. You can hire a coach.

The route which works best for you will depend on what you want need to 
improve your writing and what you are comfortable with. Here are some of 
the pro’s and con’s of each method I don’t tell you which is pro or con since 
that is up to you.

Community College Class: Highly structured, weekly assignments, large 
number of potential readers, you get a grade at the end, assignments are often 
generic and not tailored to your specific interest, great reading lists.

Continued page 11



 Sacramento Slam is a monthly poetry competition at Luna’s Café, 
where poets compete for a cash prize.  

The Officials:
The Slam founders: Jennlyn and MC Sho Nuff

The Slam show host: (2014 Sac Slam team member) Ike Torres of the 
Sacramento crew, ZFG.

Cohost and show DJ: (2016 Sac Slam team member) CharRon 
Smith aka Resolution.

Our Timer/Scorekeeper: Greg aka Sheets.
The Show:
The venue was packed, judges were picked, host was ready, DJ was 
plugged in, and participates have signed in and paid.  We have 10 
poets on the list (including last month’s slam champion: Jenny 
Davison) competing for $40 cash prize. After two  hours of spoken word 
performances, judging, music interludes, andan  opera performance by 
Aja, we have a new winner: Brandon Leake, 2014 Sac Slam member 
and Stockton’s own power poet slammer.  

Congratulation, Brandon. We hope he participates in August Sac Slam 
to defend his title but until then, 
keep writing and performing, 
poet!

Honorable mentions to Jack B. 
and CharRon for being Sacrificial 
Poet of the slam 
The Sacramento Slam is 
performed at Luna’s Café every 
third Friday of the month. 

Sac Slam Page



Poetry This Month
Oh.. You Can’t Speak?

Graffiti Bleu

Suit yourself. You may not have any words for me but I’ve got plenty of 
words for you/

However/ no matter how clever/ I proceed with this endeavor/ I will do 
my best to come from a spiritual space before I do/

Numero uno/ like Spanish rice/ it is your God given right/ to season and 
conduct your life/ with the type/ of spice you like/

So if YOU should make the perplexing choice/ to look me dead in the 
face, recognize me and not use your voice/ just know that I am in a 
space where that type of thing makes me secretly rejoice/

Why you ask? because finding like minded thinkers is a difficult task/ so 
I love when the insincere makes the search easier by showing me who 
they really are behind the mask/

Numero Dos/ I have no desire to be close/ with those who treat the 
living as if they’ve seen a ghost/

Not to mention those folks/ who chose to be rude are often engrossed/ in 
a abstract way of thinking that this verse will diagnose/

Most/ see themselves as separate/ Yeas?

We all vibrate at different frequencies/ and give off different energies/ 
yet still we are all connected/ Yeas?

Well then if you respect it/ that will coincidentally brings us to numero 
tres/ cuatro/ cinco and seis/

Numero tres/ says that a closed fist can receive no blessing/

And that blessing can come from anywhere/ even the person you aren’t 
addressing/

Numero Cuatro/ the people you refuse to acknowledge may secretly 
want you to die slow/

Revenge is a dish best served cold/ Karma’s a bitch but you already 
know/ so lets us move forward/

Numero Cinco/ in New York we will often speak to a stranger/

The way we peep out your energy/ is to purposely engage ya/ and 
watch how you respond to see if we may be in danger/

That part of the game came out of the Hustler’z Code and it’s pretty 
clever/ Yeas?

Finally we’ve reached numero seis/

Those who cannot speak may feel that they’re just being careful/

To not show their teeth/ to everyone they meet/ but it is often the act of 
the fearful/

Peep the game/

It costs you nothing to show love and affection/

To those that look familiar who glance in your direction/
Were on the flip side if you choose to speak you stand everything to 
gain ~



Numero Cuatro/ the people you refuse to acknowledge may secretly 
want you to die slow/

Revenge is a dish best served cold/ Karma’s a bitch but you already 
know/ so lets us move forward/

Numero Cinco/ in New York we will often speak to a stranger/

The way we peep out your energy/ is to purposely engage ya/ and 
watch how you respond to see if we may be in danger/

That part of the game came out of the Hustler’z Code and it’s pretty 
clever/ Yeas?

Finally we’ve reached numero seis/

Those who cannot speak may feel that they’re just being careful/

To not show their teeth/ to everyone they meet/ but it is often the act of 
the fearful/

Peep the game/

It costs you nothing to show love and affection/

To those that look familiar who glance in your direction/
Were on the flip side if you choose to speak you stand everything to 
gain ~

Enjoy the weather!

Hot Poetry in the Park

Hosted by Sacramento Poetry Center
Featuring: CharRon Smith and Marvin Xia

Aug. 21 @7:00 PM



Push by Jack Bee

What are you selling? 
What are you selling?

I wish to be bought
At retail price

Of, "please, take one! Free!"
But I go for the hard sell

My pitch reveals
Self interest

And so most will smell a con
"What's the catch?"

Catch me
That is the catch
The catch is that

I am bursting to be taken
I long to be owned

To be given
To sit in pockets

Or on a shelf
I cannot own me, myself

And so i sit, a box, of what,
You'll never know,

waiting to be claimed
Ruined in the rain.

And I am the damned salesman who shouts to give his gift
When a sign alone would do the same thing better. I am the pitch, the 

pusher, who walks away
Salivating, and weeping

From my box of gold bars,
Having tried far too hard

To give them away,
Ears shut to the storm

And cries of the other hawkers



The Adventures in Cellularvilla 
(part 3)
SeneStar

" Hey, dude! Wake up!” CharRon shouted. 

“What? What happened? Did we escape?” asked Jim.

“Yeah! When they started to corner us, you fainted. But then, with my 
pole vaulting skills, we made it across the canyon,” CharRon explained.

As they started exploring the rest of Cellularvilla, they realized that 
this part of the town was different. “Uh, CharRon, why is everything 
seem to be splashed with blood? Was there a murder here?” Jim asked.

“Uh, I have no clue. But, it looks as if this part of the town has, well, 
been destroyed. What, is this what I think it is? Yes, just as I thought, 
Five Nights of Freddy,” CharRon said.

After inspecting the town, they had concluded that the Freddys had 
been there. “ But, CharRon, why would the Freddys attack  here, there 
are only children, oh, never mind,” Jim said. 

When they finally made it through the town, they moved on to another 
part that had been attacked. "Welcome to Travil." CharRon read the 
street sign aloud. "Well, this isn’t as nice as a welcome? I wonder where 
the Freddy is, wouldn’t it be awesome if they were still here attacking 
here,” CharRon continued to scan the landscape of blood. Just as they 
were about to leave, trying to find a way out of this nightmare, they 
heard some different screams for help. Rushing over to the spot, they 
noticed some large footprints imprinted into the grass, heading over to 
try and help. 

“Uh, CharRon, do you see that?” Jim asked. As CharRon looked down, 
he foresaw disaster. 

To be continued…... 

Young Poet Voices

Is Coaching for Me? continued

Poetry Workshop: Both Sacramento Poetry Center and Stellar Studio’s 
both offer a variety of poetry workshops. Classes are small, it is poetry
specific writing, can choose which aspects of poetry to focus on, structured 
workshops meet on a regular day and time, less expensive than a 
community college.

Critique Group: There are a dozen or so writer’s critique groups on 
Meetup.com. Groups of writers meet, read each other’s work, and provide 
individualized feedback. Groups have their own unique flavor and rules. 
Less structured, it is up to you when to write and attend, unstructured 
topics, few reading suggestions, highly specific feedback on your work.

Coach: Several established poets in Sacramento offer personalized 
coaching, including Slam Master Jenny Davison and published poet David 
Loret de Mola. These coaches are wellestablished poets in their own right. 
Critique and coaching is tailored to your exact needs, individual or small 
group sessions, intensive feedback on writing and performance.

Whichever method you choose (or you may do several) can help your writing. 
The big thing to remember is your work is not your child. It can be criticized, 
dissed, laughed at, and changes suggested and it shouldn’t kill you. Listen to 
the feedback you get. Then decide what feedback is best for you.



Continued from Editor's 
Corner

We also have our resident 
short story writer returning 
from vacation.  SeneStar is 
back with continuation to her 
story, Adventures in 
Cellularvilla.  Will CharRon 
and Jim find their way out of 
Cellularvilla? You will have to 
follow her story series.

Is Coaching for Me? continued

Poetry Workshop: Both Sacramento Poetry Center and Stellar Studio’s 
both offer a variety of poetry workshops. Classes are small, it is poetry
specific writing, can choose which aspects of poetry to focus on, structured 
workshops meet on a regular day and time, less expensive than a 
community college.

Critique Group: There are a dozen or so writer’s critique groups on 
Meetup.com. Groups of writers meet, read each other’s work, and provide 
individualized feedback. Groups have their own unique flavor and rules. 
Less structured, it is up to you when to write and attend, unstructured 
topics, few reading suggestions, highly specific feedback on your work.

Coach: Several established poets in Sacramento offer personalized 
coaching, including Slam Master Jenny Davison and published poet David 
Loret de Mola. These coaches are wellestablished poets in their own right. 
Critique and coaching is tailored to your exact needs, individual or small 
group sessions, intensive feedback on writing and performance.

Whichever method you choose (or you may do several) can help your writing. 
The big thing to remember is your work is not your child. It can be criticized, 
dissed, laughed at, and changes suggested and it shouldn’t kill you. Listen to 
the feedback you get. Then decide what feedback is best for you.






